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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

For many years the options for affirmative case
analysis in academic competitive debate included only
minor variations of the traditional inherency-harm
type of analysis. The affirmative was restricted to
indicting specific harms inherent in the Status Quo.
These harms were then used as a justification for
adopting the resolution. The introduction of comparative
advantage analysis in the early 1960's provided the
affirmative debater greater latitude in his choice of
argumentation. He could now choose from a greater.
number of arguments and techniques. The problem the
affirmative debater now faces is not one of latitude
but of certainty.
The responsibilities of the affirmative team in
the traditional case were widely understood and clearly
stated. There has been no corresponding effort to
clarify the specific criteria used by debate critics
in their evalua"tions of the comparative advantage case .
The comparative advantage affirmative debater cannot
be certain that consistent criteria will be used to .

2

evaluate his eff orts . Th i s review of the literature of
comparative advantage debat e will attempt to discover
the responsibilities of the affirmative team in
comparative advantage analysis.
Review of Literature.
The use of comparative advantage analysis is fairly
new in competitive debate. There is evidence to suggest
that Musgrave first considered comparative advantage
cases as early as 1945. 1 Musgrave believed that certain
conditions arising in the status Quo suggested substantial
improvements over the present policy syst em, even
though no inherent harm was implicit in the Status Quo. 2
Comparative advantage cases were not widely used in
tournament compet i tion until the 1960's. 3 Zarefsky
indicates that national level debate tournament
champions for the past few years have c'onsistently
employed comparative a dva.l'ltage analysis. 4
1George McCoy Musgrave, Competitive Debat e, Rules
and strategy (New Yorka H. W. Wilson Co •• 1945) pp. 55-,60.
2 Ibid •

'"
JDavid
Zarefsky. The Comparatjve Advan ~age Cas e
(Brunswick. Maryland I Championship Debate Ent erprizes,
19?0) p. iii.
4 Ibid •

.3

Yaremchuk suggests that comparative advantage
debate is now in extensive use, "During the past

fe ~

years, the comparative advantage case has. become
the standard case for most experienced college
debaters.,,5 Despite the widespread use of comparative
advantage cases, a series of articles and counter
articles by Marsh, Newman, Kruger and others, in
Speaker and Gavel and The Journal of the American
Forensic Association revealed the controversy over
the nature and responsibilities of the comparative
advantage case.
Before examining that controversy, a comparison
of the basic assumptions of the traditional inherencyharm and comparative advantage analysis will save
confusion. In Reason in Controversy, Glen Mills
describes the comparative advantage approach. "The
. general idea of this approach is the comparison of
the Status Quo with the affirmative plan on the basis of
-r esults for the predicting of improvement s."6 The
5William A. Yaremchuk, "The Comparat ive Advantage
Case," Issues, November 1970, p. 11.
°Glen Mills, Reason In Controversv ( Bostonl Allyn
and Bacon Inc., 1968) p. 2.37.
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affirmative team reasons that change is justified
when some substantial improvement is realized
by the adoption of the resolution. The comparative
advantage case is in sharp contrast with the
inherency-harm case. "The traditional 'inherencyharm' case affirmative is built on the conservative
philosophy that there is no reason to change the
present situation until it has been demonstrated that
serious evils exist in the present system."? The
inherency-harm analysis reasons that serious harm
must inherently exist in the Status Quo .f or change
to be necessary or desireable. In contrast, the
comparative advantage case claims not that serious
harm

i~

present, but that significant imyrovements

or advantages will accrue from accepting the
resolution.
The basic issue of the comparative advantage
controversy centered on the ability of the case
to offer sufficient justification for change. Patrick
O. Marsh was among those who questioned the necessity

of -s howing inherent harms in the Status Quo as a
necessary adJul'!.c't 'to affirma'tive-

cas~

develupmerll;.

- ?ROY V. Wood, Strate~ic Debate (Skokie, Illinoisl
National Textbook Co., 19 8) p. 18.
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Marsh indicated that, under certain circumstances, the
affirmative was justified in advocating change when
the status Quo is outdated or no longer needed. 8
Robert Newman indicated that the inherent harm analysis
was simply unrealistic as an effective measure of
policy.9 Both Marsh and Newman saw sufficient
justification in comparative advantage cases based on
the belief that significant i mprovements are a
desirable

and satisfactory condition for change.

Arthur Kruger opposed the position of Marsh and
Newman by defending the inherency-harm position and
by attempting to minimize the comparative advantage
approach. Kruger argued that since the change advocated
is of such major importance, only serious, harmful
and inherent problems should be accepted as justification
for the resolution. 10 Kruger attempted to minimize
the comparative advantage approach by contending
that comparative advantage is essentially an attempt
8patrick O. Marsh, "Is Deba te Merely a Game for
Conservative Players?" Speaker and Gave l, I (1964)
pp. 46-53.
9Robert Newman , "The Inherent and Compelling Ne ed."
Journal of t he Ame rican Forens i c Association, II (May,
1965) pp.66-71.
10Arthur N. Kruger , "T he Underlying Assumptions of
Policy Questionsl III. Inherent Evil. " Speake r and
Gavel, II (1965) pp. 79-82.
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h,.:a
to clrcumvent t.e
nee u lssue. 11 Kruger's
o

0

POSl°t lon
o

is that lack of advantage in the status Quo is
undeniably a "specious" argument. 12 His conclusions
indicate that comparative advantage analysis does not
offer sufficient justific ation for a policy change.
Debate textbooks, with the exception of

Mus~rave,

did not recognize the comparative advantage alternative
until the 1960's. Arthur Miller and Remo P. Fausti
gave a brief explanation of, comparative advantage
analysis in their 1961 text. 1 ) In 1964, McBurney and
Mills offered only a slightly expanded examination
of the techniques of comparative advantage analysis. 14
Until comparative advantage cases were widely used in
tournament competition& textbooks tended to treat
comparative advantage only briefly.1 5
llArthur Kruger, "The Underlying Ass~~ptions of
Policy Questionsl I. Presumption and Burden of Proof,·
Speaker and Gavel, II (November, 1964) pp. 2-17.
12 Ibid •
l)Arthur Miller and Remo P. Fausti, Elements of
Deliberat ive Debate (Belmontl Wadsworth and Co., 1969).
14James lYicBurney and Glen Mills, Argumentation
and Debat el Techniques of a Free Society ( New Yorkl
i.iac f[,illar! ~ 0.. 196!+).
15James W. Chesbro, "The Comparative Advantage
Case," Journal of the American Forensic Association,
V (1968) pp. 57-6).
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In 1966, an examination of comparative advantage
by Otto F. Bauer in his text, Fundamentals of Debates
~Q~Y

and Practice, roughly marks the start of

thorough treatment of comparative advantage case
analysis. 16 Bauer points out that comparative
advantage analysis carries sufficient justification
for change even though no inherent harms are present
in the status Quo. Bauer argued that comparative
advantages should be a reasonable means of justifying
the resolution.
It should be clear that a properly formulated
comparative advantage case is a prima facie
case; if substantial advantages can be acheived
from a new proposal, it is logical to change
from the present system to that proposal. 1r
Eugene Moulton also developed an advantages approach
and defined it as a legitimate and valuable part
of affirmative case development. 18 Virtually all
major textbooks in debate now indicate marginal
expansion of their examinations of comparative
advantage analysis. 19
16
Otto F. Bauer, Fundamentals of Debate! Theor~
and Practice (Dallas: Scott, Foresman and Co., 196 )
p. 24.
17 Ibid •
18
Eugene R. Moulton, The Dynamics of Debate
(C hicago: Harcourt, Brace and World Inc., 1966) pp. 92-93.
19Chesbro discusses the problem in 'The Comparative
Advantage Case," in some detail .
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Bernard Brock contributed what is perhaps the
single most comprehensive statement on comparative
advantage case analysis in Speech Teacher in 1967.

20

Brock felt that much of the ob j ection to comparative
advantage debate arose from the lack of a clear
statement of what respo:lsibilities of development
. .
. t 1. f lca
.
t lone
.
21
are sufflClent
to esta bl'lS h proper JUS
Part of Brock's purpose was to describe a
set of criteria the affirmative debater could use
in constructing a comparative advantage case. In
order to fulfill that purpose Brock examined the
criteria normally applied to th·e traditional
inherency-harm case and determined that these
criteria,

wh~n

applied to the comparative advantage

position, resulted in a number of potential
obligations for the affirmative team. 22
After preliminary discussion, in which Brock
indicates variance among many available theoretical
positions, he indicates that it 1S necessary to
determine the acceptability, obligations and strategies
of comparative advantage debating. 23

20Be~nard Brock, "The Comparative Advantage Case,"
The Speech Teacher, XVI (1967) pp. 118-123.
21 Ibid •
22 Ibid •
23 Ibid •

9

Brock determines four obligations for the
affirmative in comparativ e advantage debate,
The advantages affirmative accepts four
obl igations, first, it must accept the goals
and basic as s umpti ons of present policies;
sec ond , it must present a plan wh i ch is
basically compatible with the present system;
third, it must be prepared to prove that these
goals will be achieved to a significantly
greater degree than under pr esent conditions;
f ourth, it must be prepared t o show that
conditi ons wou ld improve more by adopting
the affirmative plan than the y would by
implementing any other action which2~s precluded by the affirmative proposal.
Brock concluded, "The advantages affirmative asserts
its freedom from proving a traditional need."25
Brock's article stimulated new interest in
comparative advantage theory. L. Dean Fadely
offered further cons iderati ons for comparative
advantage theory when he contended that a properly
formulated comparative advantage case does offer a
desirable reason for c hange . 26
In a 1968 article, Vernon Cronen discussed the
confusion surrounding comparative advantage cases.
24 Ibid , 120.
25 Ibid •
26 L • Dean Fadely, "The Validity of the Comparative
Advantage Case." Journal of the American Forensic
Ass oc iati on, IV (1~7) pp. 28- 35 .
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"Few terms in the vocabulary of the academic
debater have received as much attention in the
past few years as the term 'comparative advantage:,,2 7
Cronen went on to express some reservations with
comparative advantage theory. At the core of the
comparative advantage analysis, Cronen argues, the
affirmative must demonstrate a limitation in the
Status Quo that prevents advantage accrual. 28
Cronen states that the affirmative comparative
advantage case eventually must make an inverse
0

statement of evils in the Status Quo. 2 / Cronen
considers that the affirmative must indicate the
sc;:ope and import of the lack of advantabe in the
Status ~uo.JO
Cronen's objection to the use of comp.arati ve
advantage analysis can be challenged in two areas.
First, present conditions may indeed be such that
no significant evil inherently exists, but change
would allow potential advantageous gain. Brock
offers the example of a man changing from a perfectly
acceptable employment to one that potentially
27Vernon -E-; Cronen, "'Comparative Advantage I A
Classification. Central states Speech J01lllrnal, XIX (1968).
I

If

28 Ibid , 244.
29I'b id, 248.
J0 1bid •
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offers greater gain. J1 If one argues the term
'harm' to include the absence of potential gain,
then most policy systems would seem to

inc~ude

a

degree of 'harm'. The advantage analysis, contrary
to Cronen's position, does not see m to imply an
inverted statement of evils.
Cronen's objection to the format of comparative
advantage analysis can be analyzed in a second area.
In outlining four type s of comparative advantage
cases, Cronen offers at l east two types of analysis
which are essentially peripheral to the harm conceptJ
unwarranted procedures and immanent choice. Cronen
claims that it would be advantageous to change
when anachronistic or unwarranted procedures exist
and when a choice wi_l soon be made anyway.J2
Consideration of the theoretical justification
of comparative advantage cases leaves no conclusive
evidence of a widely accepted position on why or
why not comparative advantage cases would be
acceptable. Zarefsky points out that because the
comparative advantage approach is in such widespread use, it may be inferred that de bate critics
J1 Ibid , 247.
J2 Ibid , 245.
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consistently f ivA sufficient merit in comparative
advantage analysis to vote i 'or the affirmat i ve. JJ
Glen Mil l s describes the present situation ,"The
position of this work is that the comparative
advantage debate is valid, although there is some
difference of op inion as to Why."J4
The pract i.cal problem for "the affirmative
debate r is funC"itional. He has no locus of opinion,
other than perha ps the concept that critics will
accept comparative advantage cases, upon which to
develop his eiTorts. Mills states that, "There is
almost as much d ifference of opinion on how the
case should be structured as there is on its
. theoretical legit imacy. "35 Despite the apparent
widespread usage

and acceptance of , the general

concept of compa rative advantage debate, the
affirmative deba ter ha.s little assurance t hat his
case will be uniformly evaluated.
Brock conte nds that there are four obligations
which the affirmative must fulfill in order to
J3ZarefskY,. V.
J4MillS, 2) 7. '

35 Ibid , 23.5.
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establish their case, The affirmative must start
by accepting the goals and basic assumptions of
the present system,3 6 The aff i rmative is thus
placed within the value system of the Status Quo.
Brock indicates that this i nsures an adequate degree
of comparability in the debate ,J? Wood believes that
the claimed advantages must be clearly related to
desirable

policy goals of the Status Quo,J8

There appears to be general agreement that the
affirmative must be within the goals and basic
assumptions of the Status Quo to insure a comparative
value base.
Brock's second obligation is that the plan
must be compatable with the present system . J9 The
plan must be in accord with related policy systems
in the Status Quo . It would be inconsistent and
difficult to attempt policy revision in one major
area that required maj or revision of peripheral
areas as well.
The third obligation outlined by Brock is
that of significance. This obligation roughly
36Brock, 120 .
J?Ibid.
38WOOd, 84 .
J9 Brock , 120 .

parallels that of the traditional inherency-harm
analysis in showing the degree to which evils
exist in the present situation. The affirmative,
in comparative advantage, must show significant,
widespread benefits. "If the proposed advantage
is not significant, there is not reason to alter
POlicy.,,40 Or, in Brock's words, "The advantages
affirmative overcomes t he presumption only by
providing strong proof of future i mprovement s.,,41
The fourth obligation outlined by Br ock is
the concept of uniqueness. The advantages must
"De ac h levea
. " as a resu 1t

'
0 funlque

.
42
a ff'lrma t 1. ve ac t lon.

Zarefsky indicates that the advantages must be
inherent in the affirmative advantages relationship
to the proposal. 4 ] If the status Quo can acheive the
claimed advantages in the degree demonstrated by
the

affir~ative,

there is no justification for the

specific affirmative proposal.
In addition to Brock's four obligations, there
appears to be general agreement that the affirmative
plan must be essentially free from disadvantages.
40 C ronen, 248.
41
Brock, 120.
42 Brock, 121.
4]zarefsky, 124.
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The benefits to be derived from adoption of the
plan must be significantly greater than any
potential disadvantages which may come about fr.-om
adoption of the plan.
The most consistent pattern that is uncovered
in examining the literature of comparative advantage
debate is the lack of a consistent approach to
evaluating the case. Brock offers four obligations
of development that would fulfill his assumptions
of comparative advantage debating. Cronen, however,
offers a somewhat different set of assumptions. As
Zarefsky points out, "It should be clear by this
point that the writers who have used the term
'comparative advantage ' have by no means been
consistent in their definitions. Indeed, it is
possible to discern at least seven different interpretations of the same term.,,44
The confusion and controversy over the introduction of comparative advantage affirmative case
analysis into the tournament situation has created

16

an ambiguQUsposition for the affirmative and the
negative debater and their coach. The debater has
no consist ent guide to follow .in formulating a
justification for the resolution . The debate coach
may justifiably

co~t end

that the comparative

advantage case is acceptable, but he cannot offer
a method of develo pment that will consistently
obtain critic agree ment .
This analysis of comparative advantage debate
will attempt to determine the consistency with
which critics agree on what should be the basic,
fundamental issues of comparative advantage case
development.
Based on the review of the literature of
comparative advantage case construction, an examination
of debate critic criterion for judging comparative
advantage contest debates appears necessary_ Formal
theory does not appear to provide consistent guide lines for evaluation, but evaluation occurs in every
contest setting. Examination of the criterion used
by critics in the contest setting could provide a
more consistent guide to affirmative comparative
advantage case construction than the literature
appears to indicate.
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Statement of the problem.
This research will therefore be concerned
with the general task of determining I What are
the cr it erion necessary for the establishment
of a prima facie case by the affirmative team in
comparat ive advantage debate?
Definition of Terms.
The definition of the following terms should
clar ify the discussion of the specific questions
for researchl
1 . necessary criterion - operationally defined

as cr itic responses to a questionnaire on the
fundamental i ssues of comparative advantage debate .
2. establis hment of a prima facie case operationally defined as a case whichLrUtially
fulfills the affirmative burden of proof . Literally,
"on first appearance."
3.comparative advantage debate - operationally
defined as a proposed course of action by the affirmative
team iri a contest debate which attempts to establish
the premise that favorable re sults wil l be realized
from adoption of the affirmative course of action.

CHAPI'ER II
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
In order to answer the general questions What
are the necessary criterion for the establishment cf
a prima facie case by the affirmative team in
comparative advantage debate?, the fol lowing areas
must be considereda
1. Do intercollegiate debate critics make a

distinction between comparative advant age analysis and
the traditional inherency-harm method of analysis?
2. What issues do

intercollegia~e

debate critics

identiFy as crucial to comparative advantage analysis?

J. How do intercollegiate debate critics view
the concept of 'harm' in the comparati ve advantage
affirmative case?
The following steps were used in attempting
to examine these areas a First, identification of
probable key issues by a panel of experts; Second,
explication and formulation of the key issues in
a

questionna i~_~;

Third, collection or the data;

Fourth, processing of the data.

18
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Identification of key issues.
A panel of five debate critics, all of whom
were familiar with the concept of comparative
advantage analysis, were selected from the faculty
of the School of Speech, Marquette University.
The panel was asked to identify the probable key
issues of comparative advantage analysis. The panel
concluded that the primary areas of consideration
included the role of inherency, the justification
for change, the ability of the plan to produce the
claimed advantages, the advantage-disadvantage
relationship, and the significance of the advantages.
A combination of the input of the panel and the
theoretical positions determined by the review of
literature, resulted in the determination of the
following basic issues in comparative advantage
analysis I
1. Comparative advantage is a unique form of
case justification of the resolution. ·
2. Inherency plays a role in comparative
advantage case justification of the resolution.

J. The adoption of the affirmative plan must
produce the advantages as an inevitable consequent
of the affirmative plan of action.

()
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4. The inherent lack of advantage in the status
Quo is di stinct from an inherent development of 'harm'.

5. The advantages claimed by the affirmative
team must be of significant prop ortion to the total
resolut ion.

6. The affirmative plan must be unique in its
ability t o produce the claimed advantages.

7. i"he affirmative plan mus t produce a significantly greater benefit than disadvantage.
A panel of experts ' was used to determine the
possible areas of consideration for the formulation
of basic issues crucial to comparative advantage
debate. The input of the panel and the theory of
the review of literature combir>cd to provide seven
basic areas of consideration. Information was thus
sought c o,n cerning intercollegiat e debate critics
acceptar~ e

of the key issues of comparative advantage

debate.
Formulation of the Questionnaire.
The questionnaire was designed to elicit
iniorhl&t ion concerning

~he

acceptance or reJection

of the r ey issues selected by t he panel of experts.
One of the primary areas of cont roversy in the
-- --- .~

- theoret i cal formulation of comparative advantage

·J-"·-:·:i~
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cases was the differentiation of comparative
advantage analysis from the traditional inherencyharm concept. The first statement on the questionnaire
was designed to uncover critic acceptance of
comparative advantage analysis as distinct from
the traditional case. The issue is important for
two reasons. First, if debate critics disagree on
the separate utilization of the two types of cases,
the affirmative debater lacks a base upon which
to choose potential arguments in favor of the
resolution. The affirmative debater is thus severely
limited in his choice of argumentation more by the
variance in theoretical posture than by force of
argument . Second, if critic acceptance of comparative
advantage analysis is not consistent, the debate
coach and critic has an insufficient locus from
which to determine the efficacy of a specific
affirmative proposal .
It is crucial to comparative advantage development to ascertain whether debate critics require
the comparative advantage case to show inherent
compelling harms of the type required by the
traditional method of case development . The questi onnaire thus contains the statement: The comparative

22

advantage case must show inherent harmful evils of
the type required by the traditional "inherencyharm" case.
The placement of inh.erency in the comparative
advantage case also is important. Research indicates
that this objective in comparative advantage analysis
roughly parallels that of the traditional case.
In the traditional case, the affirmative is required
to demonstrate that an inherent process of the
Status Quo has an observable relation to a harmful
product. 45 Preliminary indications are that the
comparative advantage case is free from showing
that particular relationship. Comparative advantage,
howeve:-, must show that the advantages claimed. by
the affirmative team are inherently precluded from
attainment by the process of the Status Qllo.46 If
the critic makes no distinction between traditional
and comparative advantage methods of analysis, the
comparative advantage case is perceived as being
essentially the same concept as the traditional
case. This is apparent particularly .in the area
:f harm inhorenc y.

45wayne N.Thompson, Modern Argumentation and Debate
(New York, Harper and Row Inc., 1971) p. 82.
46Brock. 120.

..

2)

Should the critic not make the distinction,
the comparative advantage case would not only have to
show that an advantag e was inherently precluded
by the policy options of the Status Quo, but also,
that the lack of advantage in the Status Quo was
harmful. The subject is thus presented with two
statements; first, The comparative advantage case
must show inherent barriers preventing the achievement
of the advantage in the Status Quo; second, In the
comparative advantage case, the affirmative must
prove that the absence of their advantage in the
Status Quo is, in effect, an inherent harmful
evil.
A third area of' concern relates to the traditional obligation of the affirmative team to demonstrate
that their plan of action will result in the '
desired objective. Based on that obligation, the
affirmative must show that the course of action
they support is the primary causal agent for the
benefit. The subject is thus presented with the
statement; Each advantage claimed by the affirmative
team must result directly from the affirmative
.p lan of action.
A fourth area of concern stems from the unique .

24

nature of the compe titive debate situat i on. It is
commonly argued that since the magnitude of change
required by the res olution is great, so must the
reason for change b e of a. significant nat ure. In
the comparative a dvantage situati on, this indicates
that the resolution is justified on l y when signif i cant
benefi ts will be obtained from adopt i on o,f the
affirmative plan of action. 47 Th e sub ject is thus
presented with the statement; The affirmative must be
able to demonstrate the significance of the claimed
advantages.
A corollary to the significance stat ement is
the concept of suff iciency. A common negative
attack in comparative advantage debat e is that the
affirmative fails t o sufficiently signify the
advantages. 48 The negative most commonly calls
for the affirmative to quantify the advantages.
While it may be argued that the basis of the approach
is actually only a challenge to the demonstration

of significance, the problem of suff.icient quantification,
the numerical ident if'ication of signifi.cance, remains
47 Ibid •
48David A. Thomas and Jerry M. Anderson, "Negative
Approa chs to the Comparative Advantage Cas e." Speaker
and Gave l , V (196 8) pp. 153-157.
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a difficult one. In order to determine critic
acceptance of the necessity for quantification,
the subject is presented with the statement; The
only acceptable means of demonstrating significance
is through quantification.
One of the

traditi~nal

obligations of the

affirmative is to show that the plan of action will
not produce undesireable side effects, or disadvantages.
In the comparative advantage case the crucial question
is the relationship of advantages to disadvantages.
Brock, for example, contends that the affirmative
plan should be substantially free from disadvantages. 49
In order to determine the position of the comparative
advantage debate critic in evaluating this relationship,
the subject is presented with the statement; The
affirmative plan must be free from disadvantages.
The

questior~aire

is thus compiled from the

theoretical positions outlined in the review of
literature and is designed to obtain information
on the key issues of comparative advantage analysis.
In addition to the statements, space was provided for
the critic to include additional

i~ems

he may feel

are critical to the comparative advantage case.

49 Brock ~ 122.
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In order to insure a degree of consistency,
the questions used terminology common to the theoretical positions found in the review of literature.
The subjects were asked to respond on a five position
polar scale which ranged from strongly agree, agree,
no

opinion~

disagree, to strongly disagree. The final

questionnaire was submitted to the · panel of experts
in order to insure all critical agreement issues
were selected and also that the statements

prov~ded

presented the issues clearly. This re-examination
by the panel was accomplished to help insure the validity
of the measure presented to the debate critic.
Collection of the data.
The mail survey method was selected for the
collection of data. This particular method provided
the researcher with maximum amounts of· descriptive
data concerning present practices in comparative
advantage debate with a minimum of phys i cal access
to the respondent. The researcher also felt that
the mail survey method best suited his personal
resources of time and financial ability. Since the
determination of a broad base of opinions was critical
to the examination of crit ic consistency in comparative
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advantage debate, the mail survey method was best
suited to the demands of the study.
The survey dat a was collected from the membership of the Distric t IV enrollment of the National
Debate Tournament .. Marquette University is a member
of that District. This particular group provided
a base that the researcher was familiar with. The
list included the States of Iowa ., Minnesota, Nebraska,
North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wisconsin. The District
IV list provides a complete listing of those institutions which participate. at l.east potentially, in interco~legiate

debate 'W ithin that geographical area •

.The questionnaire, along with a cover letter,
were sent by firs t class postage to the Director of
Debate to all 91 institutions- listed as included in
District IV. Since the Director of Debate also
-commonly functions as a critic in the competitive
situation, this meth od! was chosen to most accurately
reach the target population. A self addressed, stamped,
return envelope was in.cluded in the package to help
insure - a high rate- of return. All questionnaires

respondent for potenti al follow-up letters and to
. expedite the reques ts for results. The compilation
---------o1'---data~-sttowed

--the- si.-I.l'dy -tu--ue ---based -on a 58. J% return.

Processing of the da ta.
Data was primarily processed by means of obtaining
t -requency counts of the positions indicated by subject
per item on the scal es provided. The frequency counts
on a total n of 51 (two responses indicated no answers)
were then calculated for percentage response for each
position on the scale per statement.
This method allowed the researcher to gain a
gross index of critic responses to each statement
in the questionnaire and to interpret the data
between critics on each item. In addition, comparisons
of questions were also made within a subjects response
to a statement. When comparison was warra.n ted, a
subject·s response to a statement was labeled by

position and compared with his response to another
statement.
- -If'T-tllris-process allowed the researcher to carefully
examine the overall patterns of critic response to
particular statements and to evaluate inter-critic
and inter-statement consistencies. The results of
the data were also augmented
provided.

when written input was

CHAPl'ER III
RESULTS

A final response of 53 of 91 qu.e stionnaires
provided a 58.3% base for the determination of
results. The resu1 ts were tabulated by frequency
counts of the response to each statement of the
polar scale. see table 1 In addition, percentages
of response for each of the five positions on the
polar scale were determined for each of the eight
statements. Two returns of the 53 total were not counted
in the final tabulation of results. :B oth responses
were returned with the information t hat those
institutions no

~onger

participated in intercollegiate

debate and could n ot adequatly take part in the
study. The percent age results are therefore tabulated
from a base of 51~see table 2
In order to de termine whether critics were
consistent with on e-another in the manner in which
they responded
to the statements.... a
..",.

-..

frAouen~v
~nunt
;;;.
.
_ .. - -". --

of subject respons e by item was made. This would
reveal if the apparent inconsistency of the literature
resulted in betwee n subject differences.
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TABLE 1

Frequency Counts
statement

Response by polar position
SA

A

N

D

SD

I

3

1

5

24

18

II

21

22

0

6

2

III

28

20

0

J

0

IV . ..

5

10

7

19

10

V

33

17

1

0

0

VI

4

15

6

17

10

VII

0

6

8

22

15

VIII

1

8

11

2J

8

It would appear that there is some difference of
response in the manner in which judges r eply to the
statements pertaining to affirmative case development. This is particularly true in regard to items
·f our and six. These items pertain to the general
question of harm and t he ability of the plan to produce
the advantages unlquely.
'I'o allow grea"e.c i11.s Lgh t lnto

-i.h~

gross responses

by frequency count, the data was further broken
down into the percentages · of response, by statement,
------ for each polar position.
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TABLE 2
Percentage by Position

Statement

Percentage by polar position
SA

A

N

D

SD

5.8

1.9

9.8

47.0

35.2

II

41.1

43.1

o~o

11.7

J.O

III

54.7

39.2

0.0

5.8

0.0

IV

9.8

19.6

13.7

:37.2

19 . 6

V

64.6

33.3

1.9

0.0

0.0

VI

7.8

29.2

11.7

JJ.3

19.6

VII

0.0

11.7

1.5.6

43.1

29.2

VIII

1.9

15.6

21.5

45.0

15.6

I

In sta.tements number I and IV, further examination
of the critic responses on the questionnaire was
accomplished by a comparison of within subjec t
responses to each statement. Both statements were
designed to discover critic understa.nding of the
relationship of harm to the comparative advantage
case analysis. The polar responses on t he s t a t ements
c ompare d to exam ine

The

data was grouped positive, negative, and. neutral
with all possible combinations considered . see table 3
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TABLE 3
Comparis on of Statements I and IV

Pair
+

Pair

%

+

+

+

%

n

Pair
n

0.0

+

17.6

n

0.0

n

17 . 6

n

%

+

n

0.0

It appears that several critics are apparently
inconsistent within their own systems in the manner
in which they respond to statements I and IV. The data
indicates that in a number of cases, intercollegiate
debate critics expr ess variance between themselves
as well as within their own systems .
Before consider ing the implications of the data
relative to the que stion for research, it is important
to note that this study is undertaken as a descriptive
investigation of or itic judgements on selected key
areas of comparative advantage analysis . The processing
of data is therefore primarily des criptive because
it seeks t o obtain information and not necessarily to
establish a specific hypothesis . The nature of the
study requires careful considerat ion of subject
position as opposed to simple quantification. In
order to maintain th i s sp i rit of inquiry , written

JJ
input by the respondents was encouraged and received.
Since the nature of written input does not allow for
\

tabulation, it will b e introduced when appropriate to
the issue being discussed.

CHAPl'ER IV

DISCUSSION
The results presented in the preceding portion
of this study indi cate problems which justify an
examination of bet ween critic consist,ency in
comparative advant age debating as well as single
critic consistency on selected areas. The original
questions for research could not be answered from the
available literature in the field. Information had
to be obtained from debate critics on key issues
surrounding comparative advantage analysis. A
questionnaire was sent to a sample of debate critics
to obtain their input on the major issues of comparative
advantage case dev elopment. The descriptive nature
of the study did n ot lend itself to the manipulation
of variables in an experimental study situation. To
maintain the spiri t of inquiry. the data obtained
from the questionnaire will be examined in a manner
consistent with the purposes of the study and which
will help I'ormula1;-E conclusions on t n.e ques"tions
for research. This discussion seeks to encourage
further research on comparative advantage debate
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based on the i mplica t i ons found in the discussion
of results. The study is somewh at limited by the
small number of subje cts in the sample, but should
allow for development of ananalysis of critic
consistency within t hose limits.
Analysis

o~

critic resnonses on the traditional

~~se - com~ar ati ve

advantage c ase relationship .

Statements number one and number four were
specifically designed to determine critic op ini on
on the traditional case-comparative advantage case
relationship. statement number one was oriented toward
the key issue of har m in the traditional case as
a re quire ment in comparative advantage case debating.
Statement four was oriented toward the more general
conc ept of harm ne c essity in the comparative
advantage case. A compari s on of critic responses
to both questions was justified by the extension
of within cr i tic r esp onse s on statement number one.
In res p onse to statement number one, three
cr i t i cs, or 5. 8% of the res pondents, indicated that
the comparative advantage case must show harm of the
type required by the traditional inh erency-harm case
by indicating strong agreement with th e statement .
An additi onal 1 . 9% of the respondent s e xpressed agreement
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with the statement. A total of 82.7% of the respondents
took the opposite polar positions. The indication is
that the clear majority of debate critics do not
require the comparative advantage case to show harm
of the type required by the traditional case.
Despite the clear indication of critics on the
harm relationship, 7.7% of the respondents do not
make such a distinction. The implication for the
debater is important. When the responses from the
neutral group are added into the figures, almost
one critic in six potentially requires the demonstration
of harm as in the traditional case. The affirmative
debater may have to justify his comparative advantage
case in the same manner as a traditional case in one
of every six rounds of competitive debate. When the
critic responses are viewed in terms of the competitive
situation, a 17.6% minority indicates a problem in
theoretical consistency that effects the affirmative
debater.
It would appear that generally, intercollegiate
debate critics agree that the comparative advantage
case is. no"\; .: :-equirea

1;0

aemonstrate harm of the

type required by the traditional case. However, not
all critics feel that way, and the normal contest is

- -- - --Ci"efc.Hded '-by a single cd.tic. The ext-ens ions of that

"
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analysis requires examination of the data to determine if critics require harm o:f any nature to be
shown. Statement four was designed to uncover that
information.
In the development of his objections to the
comparative advantage case, Kruger argues that

~he

affirmative team circumvents the harm issue by
inverting the traditional harm analysis. 50 The analysis
indicates that the demonstration of a limitation in
the Status Quo precludes the a -ttainment of an advantage
~~d

by its nature must be fundamentally related to

the harm concept. Statement number four asked the
critic to - indicate his opinion on the necessity for
-the affirmative to show that the absence of an

advantag~

in the Status Quo is, in effect, an inherent, harmful
evil. Critic response to the statement was widely
dispersed.
As in statement number one, critics generally
-did not require the affirmative to demonstrate a harm.
The degree of difference was considerably less however.
_A total of 56.8% of the respond.ents did not require the
afil.r.~mCi.t.i ve -'' :;0

demons t.t' 8. 1.8 harm as opposed "to a

majority of 82.7% on statement one. A total of

29.4% responded positively to the statement thus
- --

indica:t -ing- -that th e -a:ffir nati-v e '-was -responsible for

- 50Kruger, Presumption, 2-1J.
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the demonstration of an irulerent, harmful evil.
Statement four also had a large percentage of neutral
returns with 13.7% responding in that manner.
The impact for the affirmative debater appears
in two areas. First, the affirmative debater is faced
with a situation in which over one third of the
critics he will face, may apply different criterion.
Second, the affirmative debater who opts for building
his case for the minority of critics runs the risk
of losing two thirds of his debates on a theoretical
objection to the development of his case or he takes
on an unecessary burden. It would appear that between
and within

cr~tic

consistency places an undue burden

on the development of the comparative advantage case.
_Both statements one and four are directed to
the crucial consideratio!l of the role of harm in the
affirmative case. A comparison and analysis of critic
responses by polar position demonstrates that many
critics are apparently inconsistent within their
approaches to the issue of harm in the comparative
advantage case. A ·slight majority of respondents,
5v~7%t

uisagreed w.l.-~h sta""Gement one and with statement

four. An additional 7.8% agreed with both statements,
and are consistent within an opposite position from
----------;:he--ma-jori ty ; - .Itt ··most;-·-58J5% of ""the - cri-tics were

,

"
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consistent between the statements. The indication is
that a large number of critics do 'require the demonstration of a type of harm distinct from the type required
by the traditional c&se.
Further breakdowns of the data for statements
one and four partially illuminates within critic
inconsistency. It is interesting to note that no
respondents indicated an agree response on statement
one and disagreed or were neutral on statement four.
Those critics who agreed with statement one, that
harm is a requirement as in the traditional case,
were entirely cons istent on statement feur. A total
of 35.2% of the respondents who took negative positions
on statement one changed to either ,p ositive or neutral
positions on s t atement four. Two things become apparent.
First, those who require harm in the comparative
advantage case are cons istent in their positions. Second,
many of those who do not require harm of the traditional
~ype,

do require harm of some type. Precisely what they

require in terms-' of harm cannot be determined from the
- data gathered in this study.

of interpretation on the crucial area of harm in
comparativ e advantage development. The results for
_ _ .__:thsL..af.f,ir lllati ye. _ de bater_. can_only_b..e_.-imprecisi.on _and ·
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and difficulty. He has no consistent locus of opinion
upon which to build an affirmative comparative
advantage case, particularly in the crucial area
of harm, that will satisfy critics in all rounds
of debate.
The results of the study are far from conclusive
on the issue of harm analysis in comparative advantage
case development. A majority of the respondents do not
require the affirmative to demonstrate a harm of
any nature. However, a sizeable number of critics
require the demonstration of some form of harm other
than that found in the traditional inherency-harm
analysis.
statement number two was dasigned to uncover a
second concept found in the traditional case; inherency.
The respondent was asked to indicate his opinion
on the necessity for the comparative advantage case
to show the existence of inherent barriers precluding
the achievement of the advantages. A total of 84.3%
of the respondents agree that the affirmative team
must show the existence of inherent barriers which

A total of 15.7% of the respondents indicated that
they did not require the affirmative to show that
relationship. No respondents took the neutral
position.
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The implications of thdse responses are critical
"

for the negative debater alsc. A traditional negative
option has been for a defense of the Status Quo in
terms of its ability to meet what problems

ar~

presented. If critics are inconsistent in their
judgements of the requirements of inherency, in
almost one of six rounds, the negative debater who
indicates that the status Quo has the capability to
attain the advantage claimed by the affirmative will
not have a viable argument for this special type of
critic. see table 1 Since one of six critics does not
require the affirmative to show that the Status Quo
inherently cannot acheive the advantages, the negative
team dryes not offer sufficient reason for rejection of
the case by showing that the Status Quo can achieve
the advantages.
The tradit ional concept of inherency seems to
be rejected in comparative advantage case development
by a number of crit ics. This places the affirmative
-0

de-bater l ii- a rather confusing -position. He may be
required to demonstrate an undefined type of harm

critic~

will not require the affirmative to show that

the Status Quo is inherently precluded from solving
- -- --- - - --=the-,pr.oble.m... - Critic- i ncons i s .:ten cy · pr-B¥ i d...a.s--an almost
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impossible situation for the affirmative team in
comparative advantage case construction.
The comparative advantage debater may indeed
be more limited by the theoretical posture of an
individual critic than by the force of his argument.
Written input on one return points out the problp,ID,
"Debate judges are super subjective. There is no
consensus for the debater."
Statement number three was concerned with the
ability of the affirmative's proposed course of
action to produce the advantages. The respondent
was asked to indicate his opinion on the statement;
Each advantage claimed by the affirmative must
result directly from the proposed course of action.
As indicated earlier, this obligation roughly
parallels the plan-meet-need function of the traditional
case. statement number three contained a high degree
of consistency. Only

5.8% of the critics responded

that the affirmative advantages need not be an
inevitable consequent of the plan. It would appear
that there is a minimum of inconsistency with regard
to ti1 is func t i (Ill. At, WQt"s i; . Oilt::! Ii.!: b ci t e

(;:1'

i t i c in

twenty would not require the affirmative to show that
the plan does produce the advantages.
Statement number five received virtually unanimous
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agreement among the de bate critics. The statement
sought opinion on the necessity for the affirmative
to show that the advant ages obtained are aignificant.
A total of 98.1% of

~h e

respondents took positive

positions on the statement. One critic, representing
the remaining 1.9%, took a neutral position and no
critics took negative pos i t i ons. At least on the issues
of significance and the a b ility of the plan to produce
the advantages, debate critics appear to be
reasonably consistent.
The concept of significance appeared to lead to
the question of determining at what point an advantage becomes signif icant enough to justify adoption
of the resolution. While this study cannot entirely
answer that q ue s tion , s tatement number seven was
designed to obtain crit ic opinion on the necessi t y
of quantif i cation in order to show the significance
of ·~he

advantages.

The greatest number of cr it ics did not require
' th~ aff rrmat1ve

to support--the numerical significance

of the claimed advantages. Written input on statement

crit ics will accept qualitative evidence for the
demonstration of signif ican ce. While the data does
_ _...__.....-no:t._.p.r.oy.ide . a . C om.p le te answer- :t.o- -t ,h e -.problem, it
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does indicate two things. First, it indicates that
debate critics will accept significance on grounds
other than quantification of at least some advantages.
Second, while other types of significance indications
may be used . i t a ppears that quant i f i cation is t he
most preferred method.
As pointed out in reviewing the literature of
comparative advantage, Brock's concept of uniqueness developed considerable controversy. In order
to determine debate critics acceptance of this
obligation, the respondent was asked to indicate
his position on whether the affirmative plan must
be the only plan capable of producing the claimed
advantages.
A slight majority of the critics, 52.9%, rejected
the concept by indicating a negative position on the
statement. However, a large minority 0'£ 37.2% agreed
that the affirmative must be able to show that the

specific cour se of action is the only plan capable
o-r producing the advantages. A total <ll1f 11.7% ai' the
critics took a neutral position. Consistency does
net appear i n the

ac c ep·t:..~ce

of Brcclf.' s c onc ept

. of uniqueness.
The impact for the comparative advantage affirmative
----

--- i s..-i mpor-t.ant-. - In - well -over- one of every three rounds,
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the affirmative plan will be required to be unique
in its ability to produce the claimed advantages.
In at least four cases where the concept of uniqueness
was rejected, additional clarificat ion by written
input showed that the critic restricted other
alternatives to those a+,tacks introduced by the
negative as repairs to the status Quo.
Requiring an affirmative plan to be unique
in its ability to produce the claimed advantages
does not appear to be widely accepted. Critics
generally require only that the status Quo is not
able to produce the advantages which the affirmative
plan offers. Critics indicated that for uniqueness
to become a viable issue, the nGgative must be able
to develop an alternative to the affirmative policy
option.
The relationship of adverse effects which may
occur when adopting an a1'firmative course of action
and the potential benef'its of the advantages was
sought by statement number eight.

Crit~cs

were asked

to indicate their opinion on the _necessit y for the

Almost one critic in five, 17.6%. responded
that the affirmative case must be f'ree 1'rom disadvantages.
A total ' of 60.7% of the critics did not require the
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case to be free from disadvantages. Wh ile 21.5% of
the critics took a neutral position. Written input
he l ped clarify the scale responses t o' this statement.
On six of the e l even neutral re turns, written
input indicated tha"t the critic cou l d accept some
disadvantages, but the total relationship of advantages
to disadvantages must clearly be in f 'a vor of the
affirmative. The determination of the degree to which
an unfavorable relat i onship could exi.s t and still
be carried by the affirmative could not be determined
by this study.
Written additions to the e i ght statements
presented to debate critics provides other additional
insight into the comparative advantages case. The
fundamental issue of the relationship of the comparative
advantage case to the traditional case received the
most comment.
Critic comment indicated that perhaps much of
the original controversy over comparat ive advantage
case development has not been resolved . One critic
responded that he rejects the fundamental concept of

is ridiculous. It is a semantic game ., To prove significance
the status Quo must/should be indicted ."

Another

_______cr.itic indicted the lack of a specii'i c format in debate,
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"What most cases are now are prima-facie-stock-issuescomparative-advantages ••• no real format left anymore."
Other critics respond that, "The flap over comparative
advantage is a

tempes~

in a teapot. The criteria of

all affirmatives are the same_ •• ," and another critic
replies, "I see nQ essential difference between
comparative advantage and the traditional case except
in organization." Another critic agreed with that
position by stating. "A comparative advantage case
is a matter of structure, not burden ••• its that
simple." It appears that for all debate critics,
comparative advantage does not exist as a separate
entity a.part from the traditional method of case
development.
The "need" issue in comparative advantage also
received comment. One critic replies, "I guess I
don't like 'evils' in comparative advanta.ge, and I
have some reservations about i'nherency." Another
.critic states, "At times I have had the feeling that
the 'need' issue in comparative advantage cases was
a matter of semant.ics." Other eri tics indicate that
many comparative advantage cases structurally go
about showing inherent harms and then claim an
advantage to eliminating the harm. The i ndication
in at least two responses was that the confusion was
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not in the mind of the critic but exists in the
minds of other coaches.
It appears that possibly, much of the inconsistency
surrounding

comparati~,e

advantage debate may be a

result of adverse effects from the early controversy
concerning the acceptability of comparative adva.1tage
cases as a legitimate affirmative technique. This
is partially reflected in the confusion which was
• (;<-.

discovered by the researcher in his analysis of the
literature. The debater and debate coach may indeed
seek to overcome the problems of theoretical acceptance
by modifying comparative advantage theory to at least
partiallY , conform to potential critic bias. The result
appears to be what one critic termed a "lack of format."
It appears that debate critics are by no means consistent
in their theoretical acceptance o£ the basic issues
of comparative advantage case constructio,n . This
inconsistency appears between critics as well as within
individual critics when issues relating t .o comparative
advantage are considered.

' ~J~,

~-~.~
, .,

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This research was u.ndertaken to determine the
consistency of intercollegiate debate critics opinion
on the fundamental issues of comparative advantage
affirmative case development. The research was divided
into four parts I (a) examination of the literature
of comparative advantage debate to determine the
status of current opinion, (b) selection of the
fundamental issues by a panel of experts, (c) construction of a questionnaire to obtain critic opinion, (d)
analysis of critic responses on the key issues of
comparative advantage c3.seanalysis.

In examining the literature of comparative
advantage, it was determined that there was a considerable
range of theoretical position on the fundamental
issues of comparative advantage that had a potential
impact on affirmative case development. Analysis of
articles by people such as Brock and Kruger indicated
that consistency of theoretical position was not
available. Hesearch also indicated that no attempt to
obtain cr:. . t ic responses on the fundamental issues of
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1
50
comparative advantage case analysis had been attempted.
In ordar to study the

consis~ency

of the debate critic,

a panel of experts selected probable key issues of
comparat ive ad'lantage debating for the purpose of
formulating a

questio~~aire.

After a questionnaire was formulated and validated, it was sent to a number of debate critics (n=91)
to obtain their opinions. The subjects were selected
from institutions within the geographioal boundaries
of District IV of the American Forensic Association
National Debate Tournament. A response ·o f 53 subjects
provided a 58.3% return base for the analysis of
results .
Re s ults.
I -n response to the issue of the I?-ecessi ty for the

comparative advantage case to show .harm of the type
required by

~he

traditional case, a majority of the

subjects indicated that they did not re ou ire the
affirmative to show that relationship. A minority
of the subjects did require the demonstration of

critics on this statement occurred in less than 10.0%
of all cases.
Th.e majority of critics did not require the'
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comparative advantage affirmative case to show harm
in the absence of a claimed advantage. A minority
of over )0.0% did require harm of a nature distinct
from the traditional case. The inconsistency of
responses for critics within statement one as compared
to statement four

occur~ed

in slightly less than '

)0.0% of the cases.

Results indicated that on statement number two,
the relationship of inherency to the comparative
advantage case, critics do require the affirmative
to demonstrate the inherent preclusion of the claimed
advantages in the Status Quo. The minority in disagre-ament with statement two was less than 1.5.0%.
Almost 94.0% of the critics indicated that the
advantages claimed in the affirmative case must
result directly from the affirmative plan of action.
The minority on statement three formed 5.8% of the
responses.
Critics were almost unanimous in indicating '
that the affirmative advantages must be shown to be
significant. 98.1% of the critics responded that
significance

W~;:; CI.

i irm obligat ion . 1';0 cr i t i'::b hldica-t ed

disagreement with the statement. One critic responded
in the neutral position.
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s tatement number six, concerning the concept of
uniqileness, received highly inc.onsistent results. A
majority of 52.9% did not require t he affirmative
advantages to be unique to the proposal. Over one
third of the critics required

~he

affirmative to be

unique in i ts ability to produc-e the advantages.
Results on statement number seven indicate that
almost 70.0% of debate critics do not require the
quantification of the significance of the advantages
in all cases. A minority of 11.7% of critics responding indicated that quantification is an obligation of
the affirmative. A tc<tal of 15.6% of the critics
chose the neutral position.
The t"elationship of disadvantages to the claimed
advantages was indicated in

s~atement

number eight.

Critics responded in the majority (59.6%) that the
affirmative case does not have to be free from
disadvantages, Written input on the questionnaire
·indicated that on balance, the advantages must be
more significant than the disadvantages.
Conclusions.
The following conclusions appear to be justified
on the basis of results obtained from the study. In
each case the conclusions are based on issues which
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were identified by a panel of expeMs as well as
considerations of t he literature whi ch were crucial
to this study. Since the contest s it uation involves
both affirmative ana negative teams, the implicatlons
for the affirmative team have a corresponding
importance to the negative team as well,
1. Intercollegiate debate crit i cs do not generally
require the demonstration of harm i n the traditional
mar~er

in the comparative advantage case.

2. Intercollegiate deba-te critics will require
. the demonstration of an undefined form of harm in
one third of the cases examined.
), The comparative advantage case is usually
required to demonstrate inherent barriers precluding
achievement of the advantage by the status Quo, but
critics vary greatly in this requirement.
4. Intercollegiate debate critics are 95.0%
consistent in requiring the comparat ive advantage
case to show results as an inevitable consequent
of the plan of action.

S. Intercollegiate debate critics consitently
agree that the advantages claimed by the

~ff i rm~+'ive

team must be significant.

6. Almost 40.0% of intercollegi ate debate critics
reqllire the affirmative case to be unique in produc·ing
the advantages.
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7. Intercollegiate debate critics consistently
accept methods other than quantification for the
demonstration of the signific'ance of the advantages.

8. Intercollegiate debate critics indicate that
the affirmative advantages must be more significant
than potential disadvantages which might occur from
adoption of the plan.

9. Inconsistent approaches are recognized by
some cr i tics in regard to ' the m8.m'ler in which some
competitive teams develbptheir comparative advantage
analysis.
Suggestions for

fu r~~r

research.

The results of this study indicate that there
are many areas of potential further research. The
following areas may be considered to help direct
that research. .
-

-~

---

---

- ~-

1. An attempt should be made to identify what

type of harm critics require in comparativeadvanta.ge
case analysis.
2. Research on the parameters of significance

advantages issues should be attempted.

J.
------ -- --

Research on the necessity and preference for

.quan-tif ication .i n- cemparative advantage analysis
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should be attempted.

4. Research on the parameters of the relationship of adv~~tages to disadvantages should be
attempted.

5. Further examination of the concept of inherency
in comparative advantage is necessary.

6. Research on methods to achieve and maintain
critic consistency should be encouraged and attempted.

7. Research on methods to achieve greater case
development consistency in comparative advantage
should be encouraged and attempted.
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APPENDIX A
QUESTIO ~~AIRE

AND COVER

STATEMENTS
LETTER

Dear Director of Debate,
The advent of comparative advant age cases in the
1960's caused considerable confusion and controversy
in competitive debate . Today, however, the

co~parative

advantage case is certainly one of the most commonly
heard forms of affirmat ive analysis.
Enclosed you will find a short questionnaire. This
survey is attempting to determine the method by which
debate critics evaluate comparative advantage case
development.
In essence, it seeks to eva l uate the "stock issues"
critics find useful in evaluating comparative advantage
debate. Should you wish to obtain more information or
a copy of the results, please feel free to request them.
Please respond to all items in t ,h e survey. Any
additional items you may feel are critical to comparative
advantage may be entered in the spaces provided. Your
cooperation will be greatly appreciat ed.
Sincerely yours,
Peter L. Settle
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BEFORE BEGI NNING. Please r e spond to all items in
the survey. Pleas e do not cons ult wit h others in formulating your answers. Any additi onal items you may feel
are important may be included in the spaces provide d.
SA - I agree with the statement strongly.
A - I agree (but less strongly than SA)
N - Neutral or No Opinion.
D - I disagree with the s t atement.
SD - I strongly- disagree with t he statement.

I. The comparative advantage cas·e . must show inherent harmful
evils of the type required by t h e traditional "inherencyharm" case.
A
SA
N
D
II. The comparative advantage case must show inherent
barriers preventing the achievement of the advantage by
the Status Quo.
SA

A

N

D

SD

III. Each advantage claimed by t he affirmative must
result directly from the affirmative plan of action.
SA

A

N

D

IV. In the comparative advantage case, the affirmative
must prove that the absence of t heir advantage i n the
Status Quo is, in effect, an i nherent, harmful evil.
SA
A
N
D
SD
V. The affirmative must be able to demonstrate t h e
significance of the advantages.
SA
AND
SD
VI. The affirmat i ve plan must be the only plan capable
of producing the advantage.
SA
AND
SD
VII , The only ~ c~ ~ptable means o f d ~monEt "' ;I_t i:ng
significance is through quantification.
SA
AND
50
VIII. The affirmative plan must be free from disadvantages.
SA
A
N
D

